Questions from family members, friends, and advocates about the police killing of Usama Rahim in Boston this morning.

#Justice4Usaama

Linda Sarsour

We learned this morning of the murder of Usama Rahim, a Black Muslim brother from Boston. He was shot by Boston Police and FBI. Before you post the media's perspective or government's - there are many unanswered questions. They have added a national security component to divide and conquer the movement. At the end of the day, a Black man was shot on a bus stop on his way to work and we should treat this like any other case of police violence. All we want is answers to our questions. #StayWoke

Law enforcement says he was under surveillance (being monitored). 1) how long was he being monitored, 2) what was the basis of the monitoring, 3) what supervisory approval was their for the monitoring, 4) the duration of it, 5) which law enforcement agency set it up, 6) where else did the surveillance lead them that day?

The last question I ask is because of how early this was. Did he go somewhere for Fajr? Did they surveil a place of worship?

The CVS:
1) what prompted them to go to the CVS, 2) was there a reported threat, 3) what law enforcement agencies made up the JTTF (Join Terrorism Task Force), 4) which agency is in charge on site - as in, whose operation is this, 5) who attempted to "speak" with him, locals, Feds, or both.

The actual shooting:
According to the family, he was shot 3 times in the back while on a bus stop going to work. He was on the phone with his father who heard the shots. Last words from Usama were "I can't breathe."

1) Law enforcement says he was brandishing a military knife and came towards them. If its true that he was shot in the back, then this makes no sense.

2) If he was on the phone with his father, was it handheld, headset? Were his hands even free?

MANY UNANSWERED QUESTIONS, and like all those we demand justice for - this family demands answers. #Justice4Usaama